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**HIST 2112 Early Modern Societies: Nicole Jobin Fall 2013**

**Manuscripts (Medieval and Early Modern):**

**MS 107:** Deed for three parcels of land in Stopham, Little Hunts, England: Bathpool Mead, Brooks Mead, and Mardon Mead. Two parchment sheets (39.5 x 24.5 cm.), joined by a parchment band secured by a round seal 11 cm. in diameter.


**MS 313:** Book of Hours, 15th century. Gift of John Feldman. Plume.


**MS 348:** Medieval English private letter, in French, late 14th c. “Escrict a Swalu la mardy proschein apres le fest del Concepcion notre Dame Seint Marie lan de [year blank].” “Swalu” is possibly Swalwell, just north of Newcastle. “Whetlawe,” the subject of the dispute, is possibly Whitlow in south west Northumberland, on the River Tyne.

**MS 349:** English indenture, 17 October 1489 between William Haghe and John Drouffeld concerning the marriage of Alice, daughter of the former, and Thomas, son of John Drouffeld. 1489.

**MS 351:** Cloth merchant’s accounts, in German. South Germany, second half of 15th century.

**MS 410:** Hollar, Wenceslaus. Wenceslaus Hollar (?) Etching of the English and Bohemian Civil Wars C. 1642-1649.

**MS 411:** Secvnda Predicacion de la Decima Qvinta Concession de el Papa Vrbanao Octavo (MS 411). 1750. Indulgence, c. 1700. Spain and New World.

**Incunabula:**


Bible. Latin. Lyon. Paris: Anton Koberger, 1515. OS1 BS .75 1515


Books and Facsimiles:


Alberti, Leone Battista, 1404-72. I dieci libri dell’architettura di Leon Battista degli Aberti. 1546.NA 2515 A34.


Boccaccio, Giovanni. 1313-1375. Il Decameron di ... 1555. PQ 4267 A2 1555.


[Council of Trent]. No title page. ["Descriptio Tridentiae Civitatis"]. [i.e., The canons and decrees of the sacred and oecumenical Council of Trent]. [BX 830 1545 A1600].


Dürer, Albrecht, 1471-1528, Unterweysung der Messung (drawing manual). Nuremberg, 1525. Plume. NC 765 D8 1525 [OS 94-8-365]


Gerarde, John. The herbal or general historie of plantes. London, 1636. OS1 QK 41. G3 1636

du Halde, J.B. A description of the empire of China and Chinese-Tartary, together with the kingdoms of Korea and Tibet ... London, E. Cave, 1738-41. DS708.D86 1738.

Hart, Frederick. The Sistine Chapel. Text by Frederick Hartt ; commentary on the plates by Gianluigi Colalucci ; note on the restoration by Fabrizio Mancinelli ; photographs by Takashi Okamura ; [translation, A. Lawrence Jenkens]. New York : Knopf in association with Nippon Television Network Corp., 1991. OS2 ND 623 B9 M2713 v.1 v. 2


Kaempfer, Engelbert. The history of Japan: giving an account of the antient and present state and government of that empire ... To which is added, Part of a journal of a voyage to Japan, made by the English in ... 1673 . London, Printed for the publisher, and sold by T. Woodward, & C. Davis, 1728. OS1 Bailey DS 808 K128 v. 1-2


Palladio, Andrea, 1508-1580. *I quattro libri dell’architettura d’Andrea Palladio. Ne’quali, dopo vnbreue de cinque ordini, & di quelli averimenti, … In Venetia Aspresso de Franceschi, 1570. NA 2515 P25 1570 OS.*

Petrarca, Francesco, 1304-1374. *Il Petrarca, con l’esposizione d’Alessandro Vellatello*, 1560. PQ 4476 B60.

Sacro Bosco. *Iohannes de Sacro Bvsto Libellvs de Sphaera*. Viterbergae, 1574. Plume QB41 S2 1574.


Various. *Livre Cvrievx*. Compilation of historical fashion in France in the 1600s. Plume NE 647 H65


Wither, George. *A Collection of Emblemes Anciентe and Moderne*. 1635. Plume PR 2392 E5 1635a